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best opportunity for a reduction in symptoms and long-term stabilization in patients with Canavan disease.
mediated enzyme replacement in the neonatal period may offer the−Early detection and treatment with gene therapy

decreased seizure frequency and clinical stabilization. Clinical stabilization was greatest in the youngest patients. 
-acetyl-aspartate in the brain, together withNinvestigators found that gene therapy was safe and led to a decrease in 

 gene. TheASPAtherapy in 13 Canavan disease patients using adeno-associated viral vector delivery of the 
 now report the long-term results of geneet al.excellent target for enzyme replacement using gene therapy. Leone 

surrounding nerves. As a brain-specific disorder with simple Mendelian inheritance, Canavan disease represents an
This process starts at birth and is accompanied by a failure to form and maintain myelin, the protective sheath 

-acetyl-aspartate in the brain.N) that results in a deleterious buildup of ASPAcaused by a defect in a single gene (
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Canavan disease is a hereditary leukodystrophy caused by mutations in the aspartoacylase gene (ASPA), leading
to loss of enzyme activity and increased concentrations of the substrate N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA) in the brain.
Accumulation of NAA results in spongiformdegeneration of whitematter and severe impairment of psychomotor
development. The goal of this prospective cohort study was to assess long-term safety and preliminary efficacy
measures after gene therapy with an adeno-associated viral vector carrying the ASPA gene (AAV2-ASPA). Using
noninvasivemagnetic resonance imaging and standardized clinical rating scales, we observed Canavan disease
in 28 patients, with a subset of 13 patients being treated with AAV2-ASPA. Each patient received 9 × 1011 vector
genomes via intraparenchymal delivery at six brain infusion sites. Safety data collected over a minimum 5-year
follow-up period showed a lack of long-term adverse events related to the AAV2 vector. Posttreatment effects
were analyzed using a generalized linear mixed model, which showed changes in predefined surrogate markers
of disease progression and clinical assessment subscores. AAV2-ASPA gene therapy resulted in a decrease in
elevated NAA in the brain and slowed progression of brain atrophy, with some improvement in seizure frequency
and with stabilization of overall clinical status.
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INTRODUCTION

Canavan disease is a rare autosomal recessive leukodystrophy caused by
mutations in the ASPA gene encoding aspartoacylase (1–3), a zinc car-
boxypeptidase enzyme (4) that deacetylates N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA).
Normally, aspartoacylase is found in oligodendrocyte progenitor (O2A)
cells and oligodendrocytes in the brain (5–8), with smaller amounts in
microglia and brainstemneurons (9). Outside of the brain, aspartoacylase
is present in peripheral tissues such as skin and kidney (3), but its
only known role is the degradation of NAA in the brain. Deficiency of
aspartoacylase inCanavan disease leads to a linear increase in brainNAA
concentrations over time, with whole-brain concentrations rising to 8
to 14mMcompared to a normal range of 3 to 8mM(10). This is despite
a compensatory decrease in the rate of NAA synthesis through down-
regulation of NAA synthase (11). NAA, one of themost prevalent small
molecules in the brain, comprisesmore than 0.1%of the brain byweight
(12, 13) and is involved in brain development and homeostasis (14).
NAA appears to be synthesized exclusively in neurons and has been
isolated from mitochondrial and microsomal fractions (15–18). It
is found throughout the neuronal cytoplasm, dendrites, and axons
(19, 20), where it normally forms a steep concentration gradient with
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respect to the extracellular space (21, 22). NAA and a related dipeptide
N-acetyl-aspartyl-glutamate (NAAG) are transported from the cyto-
plasm to the extracellular space by an unidentified transporter, and
NAA is taken up by glia through a dicarboxylic acid transporter (23)
before hydrolysis by aspartoacylase. In addition to high concentrations
normally found within neurons, NAA is detected at lower concentra-
tions in oligodendrocytes (24) during induction of ASPA expression
during early postnatal development (25, 26). Evidence to date suggests
that the pathological effects of globally elevated NAA in Canavan dis-
ease are multifactorial and are related to its diverse physiological
roles as an organic osmolyte (21, 27), water cotransporter in meta-
bolically active cells (28), myelin precursor (7, 25, 29–33), intermediate
for NAAG (34, 35), and putative signal molecule in the development
and migration of oligodendrocytes (26).

The pathology of Canavan disease is most evident in subcortical
whitematter where high concentrations of NAA in the interstitial space
have complex effects. Canavan disease is associated with aberrant my-
elination, brain edema, and gross morphological changes in major
whitematter tracts, with clinical sequelae that includemacrocephaly,
severe cognitive andmotor delay, epilepsy, and death typically by the
third decade. The essential pathological feature of Canavan disease is
dysmyelination with intramyelinic edema and extensive central white
matter vacuolation. Ultrastructural studies report splitting of myelin
lamellae along the intraperiod line (36–38), similar to the effects seen in
certain types of direct chemical attack on the myelin sheath (39). These
effects probably result from biosynthetic defects inmyelin (33) in con-
junction with localized periaxonal osmotic effects due to increased
NAA. Other reported abnormalities include misshapen mitochondria
in swollen astrocytes (40), suggesting a metabolic imbalance. Although
classical postmortem studies have shown limited pathology in neurons
(38), the prevalence of epilepsy implies abnormal membrane depolar-
ization (41, 42). The early literature proposed three clinical variants of
anslationalMedicine.org 19 December 2012 Vol 4 Issue 165 165ra163 1
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Canavan disease with a usual prognosis of death before adolescence.
However, this classification is now viewed as flawed (43) with recom-
mendations to use a gene-based diagnosis of typical versusmildCanavan
disease instead. Most ASPAmutations in Canavan disease are function-
ally equivalent (44) with nearly total loss of enzyme activity, and patients
with typical mutations are uniformly severely affected. Although the
natural history of Canavan disease involves increased whole-brain NAA
concentrations (10) andprogressive disability, prolonged survival to adult-
hood has been reported as a result of better supportive care (45) including
treatment with antiepileptics and othermedications (46), as well as gastric
feeding tubes, orthotics, andphysical therapy.Hence, for patientswith typ-
icalCanavandisease, long-termsurvival reflects specific effects of drugs or
other therapies, as well as improvements in general medical care rather
than genetic variability.

The rationale for using adeno-associated viral vector gene therapy
(AAV2-ASPA) for treating Canavan disease was based, in part, on our
previous experience with ASPA human gene therapy using a nonviral
vector [LPD (liposome-encapsulated, condensed plasmidDNA)–ASPA]
in 14 patients in 1999, which had suggested a partial reversal of elevated
NAA concentrations (46, 47). The development of neurotropic viral vec-
tors with superior gene expression capabilities and a favorable safety
profile led to approval in 2001 by theNational Institutes of Health (NIH)
Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee for a gene therapy clinical
protocol for Canavan disease using recombinant AAV2 (48). Concur-
rent studies of native humanaspartoacylase in anASPAknockoutmouse
model (49) and the ASPA null rat (50) suggested that brain NAA con-
centrations decrease after treatment with AAV2-ASPA, resulting in be-
havioral and histopathological improvements, including a decline in
seizure frequency. The current phase 1/2 clinical trial withAAV2-ASPA
gene therapy was designed to assess long-term safety and to establish
dosing parameters. Safety was determined by analysis of adverse events
www.ScienceTr
and trends in clinical assessments. A secondary goal was to assess effi-
cacy, defined as a decrease in pathologically elevated NAA concentra-
tions together with favorable trends in secondary outcomes. NAAwas
selected as the primary outcome measure for disease progression be-
cause abnormally elevated NAA is the biological hallmark of Canavan
disease and may be measured quantitatively in the brain using non-
invasive proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-MRS) (10).
RESULTS

Patient recruitment and study protocol
Subjects were recruited internationally with the participation of non-
profit research foundations. Institutional review board approvals were
obtained at all participating sites. Twenty-eight subjects were enrolled
from theUnited States, Brazil, England, Germany, Italy, andVenezuela,
fromwhich a cohort of 13 subjects received treatmentwithAAV2-ASPA.
Inclusion criteria were a definitive diagnosis of Canavan disease with
at least one positively identified genemutation and ages between 3 and
96 months (Table 1). All prospective subjects underwent genotyping.
After skin biopsy, each patient’s ASPAmutation was determined and
fibroblasts were analyzed for aspartoacylase activity (51), which, in all
cases, showed absence of enzyme activity (<4% wild type). Recently, a
uniquemutation that confers an unusually benign phenotype was dis-
covered (52), but this rare variant was not included. Subjects were as-
signed to gene therapy or monitoring with the oldest patients treated
first according to U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recom-
mendations to optimize the risk-benefit ratio. Three groups of subjects
were treated in 2001, 2003, and 2005, which corresponded to separate
AAV2-ASPA production runs. Treatment groups were generally equiv-
alent in phenotype, but the oldest subjects were treated first. The mean
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Table 1. Demographics of treated Canavan disease patients. Subjects

are presented in their order of treatment from 2001 to 2005, with their
initial age (in months) at the time of gene therapy. The sequential treat-
ment groups are divided by double lines, each corresponding to a sep-
arate lot of AAV-ASPA. The treatment groups were sequentially stratified
by age (that is, oldest, mixed age, and youngest) but were homogeneous
in phenotype. For ease of comparison, pretreatment seizure history is
graded into three categories: −, no documented seizures; +, at least
one generalized seizure (absence, myoclonic, or tonic-clonic) in the
past 36 months; ++, clinically evident absence-like seizures at least
monthly, or greater than three myoclonic or tonic-clonic seizures in
the preceding 12 months.
D
ow
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Subject ID
 Sex
 Age
 ASPA mutations
anslationalMedicine.org 19 D
Gene therapy
ecember 2012 Vol 4 Issue
Baseline seizures
01-118-04
 F
 83
 854A→C (E285A)693C→A (Y231X)
 2001
 +
01-118-09
 M
 45
 854A→C (E285A)854A→C (E285A)
 2001
 +
01-118-07
 M
 65
 854A→C (E285A)854A→C (E285A)
 2001
 +
01-118-12
 F
 22
 859G→A (A287T) frameshift 10T→G; 11insG
 2003
 −
01-118-08
 F
 24
 Splicing IVS1-2 A→T deletion
 2003
 −
01-118-02
 F
 56
 854A→C (E285A)854A→C (E285A)
 2003
 ++
01-118-15
 F
 36
 640G→T (E214X)914C→A (A305E)
 2003
 ++
01-118-01
 M
 47
 914C→A (A305E)914C→A (A305E)
 2003
 +
01-118-05
 M
 59
 914C→A (A305E)548C→A (P183H)
 2003
 ++
01-118-03
 F
 53
 854A→C (E285A)854A→C (E285A)
 2003
 +
01-118-33
 F
 4
 914C→A (A305E) deletion
 2005
 −
01-118-27
 F
 21
 854A→C (E285A)854A→C (E285A)
 2005
 +
01-118-24
 M
 23
 548 C→A (P183H) deletion
 2005
 −
165 165ra163 2
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ages at the time of gene therapy were 64, 42, and 16 months for the
respective treatment groups. Subjects who met enrollment criteria but
who were not initially assigned to a treatment group underwent
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and clinical assessments as part
of a parallel study. Clinical monitoring guidelines were established
(48) to ensure that clinically significant deviations in laboratory values,
cognitive function, ormotor functionwould be brought to the attention
of study investigators. The clinical trial study design, including patient
recruitment, clinical monitoring, and outcome measures (that is, NAA
spectroscopy, brain atrophy measurements, and clinical assessments)
have been described (10, 48, 53).

NAA brain concentrations in Canavan disease patients
after gene therapy
NAA concentrations were measured longitudinally in all subjects in
four representative brain regions using single-voxel 1H-MRS. In parallel
with the administration of gene therapy in 13 human subjects, non-
invasive measurements of NAA were obtained in an overlapping set
of 28 subjects (10). Because NAA concentrations may not directly reflect
myelination or other clinically relevant changes, secondary outcomes
were also included in the analysis. The protocol required a minimum
of 12 months of follow-up for the primary outcome measure of NAA
data collection, but funding was available for 48 months of 1H-MRS
imaging for all treated subjects and for 60months of standardized clin-
ical assessments. Two subjects (01-118-03 and 01-118-12) were lost to
long-term safety follow-up 6 years after treatment due to voluntary
withdrawal on the part of the parents, but the primary endpoints had
been reached.

Previous studies have shown that whole-brain NAA concentra-
tions rise linearly in untreated Canavan disease subjects, peaking at
12 to 14 mM with an increasing rostral-caudal gradient (47). This pat-
tern is also evident in our data, with the mean occipital concentrations
of NAA being 2 mM higher than frontal concentrations at baseline
(Fig. 1). Untreated subjects showed a monotonic increase in NAA with
positive slopes in all regions except for the basal ganglia, which had a
flat or slightly negative slope but remained grossly elevated at more
than twice the normal concentration. After AAV-ASPA gene therapy,
we found a reversal in pathological whole-brain NAA accumulation
(Fig. 1). The analysis is based on data from 13 treated Canavan disease
subjects (Table 1) as well as data from 15 untreated Canavan disease
subjects (10, 48) (table S1). For each of the 13 treated subjects, themean
number of pretreatment observations per brain region was 3.5 (range,
2 to 6), and the mean number of posttreatment observations per indi-
vidual brain regionwas 5.3 (range, 2 to 11). The total number of patient-
region-visits for the 28 subjects altogether was 262 before gene therapy
and 274 after gene therapy.

Pretreatment NAA concentrations were modeled using both pre-
treatment and posttreatment data, which provide amore precise assess-
ment of pretreatment trends. This approach showed small differences
from previous estimates computed using only pretreatment data, the
main difference being that pretreatment fitted slopes were increasing,
whereas posttreatment slopes were decreasing. Data were fit with a
longitudinal, mixed-effect generalized linear model (54) with subject-
specific coefficients for intercept, pretreatment slope, and posttreatment
slope. Covariates in the list of fixed effects included time, indicators of
immediate posttreatment and 3 months posttreatment to account for
effects of surgery, indicators of region, and interactions of other covar-
iates with region. At least one subject received lithium for a brief period
www.ScienceTr
before gene therapy (55), which was taken into account in the covariates.
Three of the oldest subjects in the first treatment grouphad receivednon-
viral gene therapy more than 3 years before initiation of AAV2-ASPA
gene therapy, but long-term effects were believed to be negligible and pa-
tientswere considered tobenaïve to treatmentwithAAV2-ASPA. Thiswas
prospectively stated in our clinical protocol as part of inclusion/exclusion
criteria (48).

After gene therapy, we detected statistically significant changes in
NAA concentrations in several brain regions (Table 2), with maximal
effects in the periventricular and frontal regions. This apparent treat-
ment effect was consistent across all regions, with 11 of 13 subjects
showing a negative posttreatment slope in the frontal region and 13
of 13 showing a negative posttreatment slope in the periventricular,
occipital, and basal ganglia regions (fig. S1). Although unexpected,
the transient rise in NAA observed at the time of initial administration
of AAV2-ASPAwas consistent with solute flux during brain osmoregula-
tion and was fit using a ramp function. Inferences regarding changes in
NAA concentrations were tested using the Wald statistic for post-
treatment slope versus zero and the change from before treatment to
after treatment (54). In addition to fitting data from all brain regions,
we performed separatemodel fitting for data from each region to exam-
ine the robustness of the results. Because the first treatment group was
older, we also considered the possibility that the observed decline in
NAA concentrations was due to neuronal injury and not gene therapy
treatment, even though neuronal loss in Canavan disease has not been
reported.We examined boundary effects of age by repeating our analyses
after removing the first group of three older subjects or removing obser-
vations taken 40 months after treatment (by which time the maximal
effects of treatment were assumed to have occurred). With all data in-
cluded, the basal ganglia showed a significant treatment effect (that is,
decreasedNAA concentration) (Fig. 1). However, when the oldest three
subjects were removed or when only earlier results (<40 months) were
considered, these differences disappeared, suggesting that changes ob-
served in the basal ganglia may be driven by the oldest patients with
more advanced disease. This regional effect could also be related to
previous intraventricular gene therapy in the first three subjects or
could be an artifact of lowering the total number of observations with
post hoc analysis. In all scenarios tested, there was a posttreatment de-
crease in NAA concentrations in the periventricular and frontal regions,
whichwere designated treatment targets. In addition, therewas a pattern
of NAA increasing in all regions before treatment and then decreasing
to the normal reference range after treatment (Fig. 1). The reference
ranges provided for each region (yellow shading) are 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) based on four reference subjects without Canavan disease
aged 16 to 36 months (10). We also collected additional data on other
brain metabolites using 1H-MRS, which are presented in table S2.

Structural changes in white matter measured by T1
relaxation time
T1 relaxation time is an imaging modality that provides a quantitative
measure of brain composition, which is influenced by factors such as
water content and myelination. Although it is not appropriate to use T1
relaxation time as a measure of myelin content per se, it is common prac-
tice to use the T1 relaxation time to track changes in the physiological
status of the brain in situations where themyelin content is believed to
be changing. During the first years of life, T1measurements drop expo-
nentially in normal whitematter to a value that is slightly larger than the
adult value. However, in Canavan disease patients, the T1 decrease is
anslationalMedicine.org 19 December 2012 Vol 4 Issue 165 165ra163 3
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linear (when it occurs at all) and remains elevated over the entire period
of postnatal myelination (10).

Here, we have used the magnitude of changes in T1 relaxation time
as a general indicator of region-specific effects in the brains of subjects
with Canavan disease before and after gene therapy (table S3). We ob-
tained T1 data from 28 patients with Canavan disease, of which 13were
ultimately treated with gene therapy. In previous work, using a compari-
son with control data from 89 age-matched normals (10), we had estab-
lished that the natural history of Canavan disease involves an abnormal
www.ScienceTr
increase in T1 relaxation time. T1 relaxation times in various brain re-
gions of interest were an exploratory outcome measure and were more
variable compared to NAA concentrations measured by spectroscopy.
Because the study was powered for NAA analysis, this endpoint was
considered semiquantitative.

After AAV2-ASPA gene therapy, the largest change in T1 was in the
splenium of the corpus callosum, a large white matter tract (table S3).
There was a change from a positive to a negative slope in 10 of 13 sub-
jects, hinting at a more normal pattern of myelination (table S3). The
Fig. 1. Brain NAA concentrations after gene therapy (GT). Brain NAA con-
centrations were measured using 1H-MRS in four brain regions after AAV2-

age-matched subjects without Canavan disease. A ramp function was fit to
model the transient increase inNAAconcentration that occurred in all patients
ASPA gene therapy in 13 patients with Canavan disease. The best-fit line for
NAA with the linear mixed model is shown in blue (95% CIs shown by gray
lines). The normal NAA concentration reference range is shown in yellow for
before surgical administration of AAV2-ASPA. The greatest apparent treatment
effect was in the periventricular region, which demonstrated a statistically sig-
nificant decrease in NAA concentration over time (Wald statistic, P < 0.0001).
anslationalMedicine.org 19 December 2012 Vol 4 Issue 165 165ra163 4
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three subjects who did not show a reversal were patient 01-118-01, who
had significant pretreatment brain atrophy, and patients 01-118-12 and
01-118-15, who had severe disease. A similar pattern was seen in the
semiovale region (the largest subcortical white matter tract) in 8 of 13
subjects and in the parietal white matter (table S3). In other brain re-
gions (for example, internal capsule, U fibers, and brainstem), T1 slopes
remained static or increased, suggesting increased water content and/or
www.ScienceTranslationalMedicine.org 19 De
decreasedmyelination.Theponsandbrain-
stem, which were farthest removed from
the physical effects of gene transfer, showed
the most abnormal pattern. Interpretation
of T1 changes was complicated in light of
multiple comparisons for different regions
of interest.

Brain atrophy in Canavan disease
patients after gene therapy
SerialMRI-basedmeasuresofbrainatrophy
were obtained from13Canavan disease pa-
tients receivingAAV2-ASPA,withcalculation
of the extent of ventricular enlargement
and cross-sectional dimensions in prede-
fined brain slices. To assess brain atrophy
in Canavan disease subjects, we selected
anatomical landmarks incorporating the
ventricular spaces, which could be repro-
ducibly assessed in cross-sectional views
among all subjects. The landmarks were
identified in each subject’s MRI images and
measuredwith digital imageprocessing tools
(10). Although brain atrophy occurred in
conjunction with ventriculomegaly, these
results track linear measurements of corti-
cal and subcortical thicknesses rather than
just ventricular size. We found that brain
atrophy in the posterior region, encompass-
ing the splenium of the corpus callosum and the posterior horns of the
lateral ventricle, showed statistically significant changes with respect to
expected values, with a reversal in the overall negative slope of brainmass
(Fig. 2 and Table 3). Themean number of per-patient pretreatment ob-
servations was 2.46 and that of posttreatment observations was 4.54.
The total number of patient-observation-regions was 128 for before treat-
ment and 236 for after treatment.
Fig. 2. Brain atrophy measurements in Canavan disease patients after gene therapy. Brain atrophy was
modeled from serial measurements of predefined landmarks using the linear mixed model approach in

13 patients with Canavan disease after AAV2-ASPA. Brain regions included the center of the third ventricle
and thalami (central brain mass), the frontal lobes (frontal brain mass), the posterior horns of the lateral
ventricles and parietal-occipital lobes (posterior brain mass), and the fourth ventricle and cerebellar cortex
(cerebellum). Mean cortical mass is fit to the solid black line with the linear mixed model, and variability is
shownwith 95%CIs (dashed lines; SD, 6.00mm).Normal reference range (vertical yellowbar), with 95%CIs, is
shown for age-matched patients without Canavan disease.
Table 2. NAA concentration changes by brain region. Best-fit slopes of
measured NAA concentration per voxel were compared with respect
to the time of treatment to look for changes in NAA concentration in
different brain regions after gene therapy. All data were considered
separately by region and coefficients for before treatment (pre versus
zero) and after treatment (post versus zero) as well as the pre/post
difference (post versus pre) are shown. Values in the top section of the
table represent 13 of 13 treated subjects, and values in the bottom section
of the table represent 10 of 13 subjects, with the three oldest subjects re-
moved. Analysis using a general linear mixed model showed statistically
significant changes in NAA concentrations in multiple regions. *P < 0.05,
**P < 0.001.
Brain region

Pre versus zero
 Post versus zero
cember 20
Post versus pre
Coefficient
 P
 Coefficient
 P
 Difference
12 Vol 4 Issue 165 165ra
P

Frontal
 +0.022
 0.049*
 −0.040
 0.0039**
 −0.062
 0.0008*
Periventricular
 +0.050
 0.000003**
 −0.032
 0.065
 −0.082
 0.00012**
Occipital
 +0.014
 0.126
 −0.023
 0.206
 −0.037
 0.065
Basal ganglia
 +0.009
 0.318
 −0.067
 0.0005**
 −0.86
 0.00049**
Frontal
 +0.018
 0.183
 −0.066
 0.025*
 −0.084
 0.025*
Periventricular
 +0.046
 0.002*
 −0.062
 0.043*
 −0.108
 0.003**
Occipital
 +0.005
 0.641
 −0.045
 0.255
 −0.50
 0.220
Basal ganglia
 +0.002
 0.880
 −0.049
 0.222
 −0.51
 0.235
163 5
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The pattern of anatomical development in Canavan disease is nor-
mal growth of macroscopic brain structures and onset of myelination
early in infancy (0 to 6 months), followed by gradual vacuolation of
white matter and hydrocephalus, which typically accelerates after
12 months of age in untreated subjects as NAA concentrations rise. Be-
cause whole-brain increases in NAA concentrations in untreated sub-
jects are observed alongside progressive tissue loss with hydrocephalus
and cystic vacuolization, any observed decreases in NAA concentration
www.ScienceTr
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after gene therapy cannot be explained as neuronal loss. Some subjects
receiving AAV2-ASPA gene therapy exhibited a partial arrest or even
reversal of gross brain atrophy, which was statistically significant in
posterior brain regions (Fig. 2). Unfortunately, some subjects had a pro-
found increase in gross brain atrophy before gene therapy, which may
have abrogated treatment effects even as NAA concentrations became
lower. For example, patient 01-118-01 showed acceleration of atrophy in
the frontal, temporal, and parietal-occipital brainmass before gene ther-
apy, which partially stabilized in frontal regions after treatment but other-
wise progressed (Fig. 3).

In the posterior region, brainmass of Canavan disease patients starts
at the upper end of normal, which probably reflectsmegaloencephaly at
baselinewith large posterior ventricles. As the disease progresses,micro-
scopic spongiform changes progress to hydrocephalus ex vacuo, with sig-
nificant loss of white matter. The imaging data in some patients such as
01-118-08 show a stabilization of this effect after gene therapy (Fig. 4).
Aggregate data from all 13 treated patients also support a stabilization
of brain atrophy (Fig. 2). Control measurements from a small reference
group of non-Canavan disease patients (16 to 35months) are shown for
the same brain regions (Fig. 2). The central brain region, measured at
the level of the third ventricle, as well as the frontal region and posterior
fossa all demonstrated a reversal of slope, but the result was less pro-
nounced. The cerebellum was not a target of gene therapy, and brain
mass remained at the lower end of normal, which reflects gross cerebel-
lar tissue loss and ventriculomegaly of the fourth ventricle (Fig. 2). Al-
though the posterior regionwas the only one demonstrating a statistically
anslationalMedicine.org 19 De
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significant change with subjects consid-
ered altogether, the trends by region are
shown for individual subjects with LOESS
locally linear regression (fig. S2) and sug-
gest a variable amount of regional and
subject-specific stabilization (56).

Clinical outcomes in Canavan
disease patients after
gene therapy
The Gross Motor Function Measure
(GMFM) is a standardized instrument to
assess changes in gross motor function
over time in the pediatric population,which
has been validated in cerebral palsy and
head injury patients (57). It is designed to
assess how much of an activity a child can
accomplish, rather than the quality of the
motor performance, across five dimensions:
lying/rolling, sitting, crawling/kneeling,
standing, and walking/running/jumping.
Because Canavan disease is characterized
by severe truncal hypotonia and instabil-
ity, lack of head support, and limb spastic-
ity, prospectively, we focused on the lowest
three functional categories as goal areas.
Characteristics evaluated in this assess-
ment include the child’s ability to roll from
prone to supine and to perform taskswhile
maintaining a supine or some version of
prone position and also elements of head
control,which is severelyaffected inCanavan
Table 3. Brain atrophy changes by brain region. Gross brain atrophy was
assessed in four regions, three of which (frontal, central, parietal) were pri-
marily targets of gene therapy, with the fourth region (cerebellum) located
far from the treatment sites. These data represent slopes of brain mass
measured at selected locations before (pre) and after (post) gene therapy.
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.001.
Brain region

Pre versus zero P
ost versus zero
 Post versus pre
Coefficient
 P C
oefficient
 P D
ifference
 P
Frontal
 −0.221
 0.0002**
 −0.063
 0.717
 0.158 0
.326
Central
 −0.078
 0.196
 +0.142
 0.412
 0.221 0
.171
Parietal
 −0.345
 <0.0001**
 +0.070
 0.684
 0.415 0
.010*
Cerebellar
 +0.082
 0.178
 +0.104
 0.549
 0.022 0
.890
Fig. 3. Brain atrophy progression before gene therapy. Representative MRI images from patient 01-118-01
demonstrate that there was clinically significant progression of brain atrophy before AAV-ASPA gene ther-

apy in some patients. In patient 01-118-01, brain atrophy was evident 3 years before gene therapy (−37 to
0 months) and may have contributed to variable treatment response. This patient was considered to be a
poor responder. After gene therapy, MRI images show relative stability of brain mass around the frontal
horns (black arrow) but with continued progression of encephalomalacia in the occipital region (white
asterisk). Brain atrophy at selected regions is shown elsewhere on a per-subject basis (fig. S2) and alto-
gether (Fig. 2).
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disease. Using the generalized linearmixedmodel approach, we found
a small but statistically significant improvement in the lying/rolling sub-
scale of GMFM after treatment, in terms of pre/post differences (differ-
ence, +1.50; P = 0.017) (fig. S3).When the first group of the three older
subjects was excluded, differences were significant (difference, +2.34; P =
0.0008), suggesting that subjects who were oldest at the time of treat-
ment had relatively less gross motor improvement. Overall, we found
that 9 of 13 subjects had an improvement or were stable in the lying and
rolling subscale, and 4 of 13 declined (fig. S3). The mean age of patients
receiving gene therapy who improved or remained stable was 41 months
compared to 46 months for those who did not improve or declined. In
terms of comparison with normative data, despite observed clinical im-
provements, raw scores still fell within the range for patients severely
affected by spastic quadriplegia.

The Canavan physical exam consisted of clinical findings graded by a
neurologist and compared to the previous visit’s clinical exam before gene
transfer. The exam also incorporated narrative comments from caregivers
as part of quality-of-life assessments. Specific outcomes included level of
alertness, head lag, optic atrophy, cranial nerve exam, ability to fix on
objects, visual tracking, truncal and extremity tone, spontaneous move-
ment of extremities and fine motor function, sensory exam, and re-
flexes. The level of alertness was based on sustained interactions over
a 45-min exam and was measured on an ordinal scale from 0 to 3, with
interactions graded as severely diminished, moderately diminished,
mildly diminished, or appropriate for age. Considering all subjects
together, there was an increase in alertness level that was not statistically
significant for all subjects using the generalized linearmixedmodel at 48
to 60 months (difference, +0.31; P = 0.13) (fig. S4). However, when the
oldest subjects were removed, there was a significant difference in the
level of posttreatment alertness (difference, +0.62; P = 0.002) without
a change in slope, which appears related to the discrete nature of the
rating scale and implies that younger subjects had somewhat better re-
sponse. Overall, we found that 10 of 13 subjects had a favorable change
in alertness scale (fig. S4). The three oldest patients had no change or got
worse, but the other patients improved. Although individual patients
showed improvement in their visual tracking and motor skills, these
were not statistically significant when considered for the entire group.
The Ashworth spasticity scale was scored at each visit on an ordinal
scale from 1 to 5 (that is, normal tone to rigidity). A significant change
in rigidity after gene therapy for all subjects considered together was not
www.ScienceTranslationalMedicine.org 19 De
detected (fig. S5). However, when the first
group was again excluded, there was a
trend toward clinical improvement in spas-
ticity of the lower extremities (difference,
−0.32; P = 0.09) (fig. S5).

The Pediatric Inventory of Disability
Index (PEDI) is a standardized functional
assessment scale for disabled children,
which measures capability and perform-
ance of functional activities in the fol-
lowing three domains: self-care, mobility,
and social function (53). Using the gen-
eralized linear mixed model, we were not
able to detect statistically significant changes
with respect to the time of treatment in
the self-care or mobility domains of PEDI.
However, the social functiondomain showed
a statistically significant improvement at
18 months (P = 0.04) (fig. S6). This effect was not significant when
repeated with aggregate data at the 48- to 60-month time points, sug-
gesting an early but nondurable behavioral effect of treatment. The
other psychometric assessment, the Mullen Scales of Early Learning, is
a comprehensive, standardizedmeasure of cognitive function that com-
prises five scales of gross motor, visual reception, fine motor, receptive
language, and expressive language (58). The difference in overall level of
receptive language score increased but was not statistically significant
after 24months (difference, +0.23; P = 0.83), and that of expressive lan-
guage score decreased but was also nonsignificant (difference, −0.77; P =
0.29) (fig. S7). On the basis of normative values, treated subjects who
had their final Mullen assessments between the ages of 10 and 108
months (mean, 53 months) attained maximal age-equivalent scores of
4 to 6months for gross and fine motor, 2 months for visual receptive,
9 months for expressive language, and 15 to 17 months for receptive
language.

As part of clinical monitoring, a clinical seizure inventory and med-
ication log was compiled for each of the 13 patients receiving AAV2-
ASPA gene therapy. Electroencephalograms (EEGs) were not routinely
incorporated into posttreatment assessments, but subjects had EEGs
if clinically warranted. The untreated subjects were followed for brain
NAA concentrations and at least one standardized neurological assess-
ment, but seizures were not followed. Of the patients who received gene
therapy, 9 of 13 (69%) had a previous clinical seizure history, which was
documented for at least 12 months before enrollment or from birth.
Only 3 of 13 (23%) patients had multiple severe myoclonic or general-
ized tonic-clonic seizures in the previous 12 months (Table 1). Among
those with a clinical seizure history, nine of nine were on acetazolamide,
four of nine were on clonazepam, three of nine were on oxcarbazepine,
three of nine were on phenobarbital, and one of nine was on valproic
acid. For antispasmodic treatment, 4 of 13 subjects were on baclofen or
tizanidine. Two of the 13 treated subjects had no seizures either before
or after gene therapy (patients 01-118-08 and 01-118-12) (fig. S8). After
treatment, 11 subjects exhibited a decrease in clinically evident seizure
frequency or continued to have no seizures at all, and two worsened or
had new seizures (patients 01-118-24 and 01-118-33) (fig. S8). Both of
the subjects who worsened had no previous seizure history and had not
taken prophylactic antiseizure medications before gene therapy. One of
them, subject 01-118-24, developed new seizures after surgical compli-
cations of a brain abscess and bilateral subdural hematomas. After
Fig. 4. Stabilization of brain atrophy in younger patients after gene therapy. Representative MRI images
from Canavan disease patient 01-118-08 after AAV2-ASPA gene therapy. The MRI images of this younger

subject, who did not have brain mass loss before gene therapy and was classified as a better responder,
reveal stabilization of hydrocephalus in the frontal horn region (white arrow) and third ventricle (black
arrow), as well as retention of brain mass in the frontal and posterior parietal regions.
cember 2012 Vol 4 Issue 165 165ra163 7
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starting antiepileptic medications (levetiracetam), seizures in both sub-
jects were well controlled.

Patients with Canavan disease exhibit a variety of seizure types, and
we distinguished clinically between absence-like seizures, consisting of
short episodes of eye blinking and staring spells with an abnormal EEG
background, and myoclonic or generalized tonic-clonic seizures. The
incidence of clinically evident seizures before and after gene therapy
was compared against the null hypothesis of no overall change. Among
the 13 treated subjects, two had no clinically evident absence-like seizures
before or after gene therapy, nine had a decrease, and two had an increase
in the mean seizure frequency (fig. S8). For myoclonic/tonic-clonic sei-
zures, nine patients had none in pretreatment screening and after gene
therapy, and the other four patients showed improvements in these sei-
zures (fig. S8). Using generalized linear mixed models, which allow for
subject-specific parameter values, with Poisson and binomial distribu-
tional families, this decrease in seizure frequencywas significant (P<0.001)
for both absence-like andmyoclonic or tonic-clonic seizures (fig. S8). In
particular, all three subjects with refractory seizures (patients 01-118-02,
01-118-05, and 01-118-15) experienced a decrease in symptoms of
epilepsy after treatment. Subject 01-118-02 had a history of frequent
generalized seizures and was taking acetazolamide and oxcarbazepine.
After gene transfer, the frequency of absence-like seizures decreased for
at least 60 months, with a single isolated episode of myoclonic seizures,
which occurred at the time of a hospitalization for gastric feeding tube
placement. Subject 01-118-05 was taking acetazolamide, oxcarbazepine,
and phenobarbital for frequent absence-like andmyoclonic seizures, which
decreased in frequency starting in the 12 months postoperatively and
permitted discontinuation of phenobarbital. Subject 01-118-15 had a his-
tory of refractory seizures and was taking acetazolamide and clonazepam;
the overall frequency was five seizures with sustained myoclonus in the
year preceding gene transfer and only one seizure in the year after gene
transfer, with a concurrent reduction in clonazepam. For subjects who
experienced infrequent absence-like seizures, five of six (83%) have been
entirely seizure-free after treatment for at least 60 months, with a de-
crease in seizure medications in four of six (66%).

Outside of the hospitalization period, study investigators did not
clinically manage individual subjects, who remained under the care of
their ownpediatricians and neurologists after hospital discharge. There-
fore, primary responsibility for clinical monitoring and adverse events
reporting after the hospitalization phase fell upon the parents and
outside consultants. However, we closely followed the number and dos-
ing of medications, which were titrated by outside physicians on the
basis of each patient’s individual clinical status. Given the variety of
medications used in practice and the small number of subjects, we did
not convert to equivalent doses of a “standard” antiepileptic regimen.
Instead, we followed changes in the number or dosing of agents for each
subject before and after gene therapy. Tominimize observer bias, we did
not inform treating physicians that we were monitoring their medica-
tion titration. In addition to the observed decrease in clinical seizure fre-
quency in 11 of 13 subjects, we found that 8 of 13 subjects (61%) had a
simultaneous decrease in their antiepileptic medications. Moreover, all
four subjects (100%) on antispasmodics decreased or discontinued
baclofen or tizanidine due to improvements in resting tone.

Adverse events in Canavan disease patients 90 days
after gene therapy
The complete adverse events within 90 days of surgery to administer
gene therapy is shown (Table 4). Treatment with AAV-ASPA was as-
www.ScienceTr
sociated with two serious adverse events based on the current FDA def-
inition. One serious adverse event (01-118-004) was graded mild and
consisted of a postoperative low-grade fever, responding to antipyret-
ics, leading to a 24-hour prolongation of hospitalization. The other
(01-118-24) was graded severe and consisted of a postoperative brain
abscess and bacteremia. Both events were determined to be unrelated
to AAV-ASPA gene therapy. Postoperative fever occurred in most sub-
jects but was self-limiting and responded to antipyretics. In addition,
most subjects experienced a small hemorrhage associated with the
passage of the borosilicate delivery catheter for AAV-ASPA into the
subcortical white matter. In most cases, any hemorrhage was small
and self-limiting, but two subjects experienced bilateral chronic sub-
dural hematomas. These resolved on their own and have not required
surgical drainage. During the course of longer-termmonitoring, no ad-
ditional adverse events were reported in post-hospitalization surveillance
over a minimum period of 5 years, in some cases up to 10 years. Hos-
pitalizations or medication changes were brought to the attention of the
study sponsor, but none (aside from decreases in antiepileptic usage) were
found to be related to gene therapy. Seven of 13 subjects were hospitalized
for elective surgical procedures such as gastric feeding tubes. Other hospi-
talizations were for routine issues such as ear infections, pneumonia, elec-
trolytemanagement, ormedical issues not related to gene therapy. Subject
01-118-007 developed hydrocephalus 10 years after gene therapy and was
hospitalized for shunt placement, which was complicated by iatrogenic
surgical hemorrhage. All subjects (except for two who withdrew after
the 60-month clinical follow-up) remain under clinical surveillance and
all subjects are alive at the timeofwriting,with an age rangeof 6 to 17 years.
DISCUSSION

This study using AAV2-ASPA gene therapy for treating Canavan dis-
ease reports 10 years of safety data with aminimum clinical monitoring
interval of 5 years for all subjects. There were no adverse events after the
90-day postoperative period. Immune responses to AAV2 appeared
limited and have been previously reported (59). Brain NAA concentra-
tions, our primary outcome measure, showed decreases after treatment
and approached normal NAA concentrations in the non-Canavan ref-
erence range. In previous work (60), we examined a mixed population
of normal patients aged 1 to 31 years, looking specifically at the basal
ganglia region, and found amean NAA value of 5.8 mM across this age
range (95% CI, 4.7 to 6.9 mM), which compares well with the current
values. Another quantitative metabolite study (61) looking at multiple
brain regions in normal pediatric subjects examined 15 subjects, aged
3 months through 19 years, and found a mean NAA concentration of
7.9 mM (range, 6.9 to 8.6 mM) across nine brain regions. Another group
(62) measured quantitative NAA during development in 50 subjects
from birth to 18 years, who were scanned for a variety of reasons, and
found that NAA concentrations in occipital graymatter (where NAA is
highest) asymptotically peaked around 4 years of age at about 8.8 mM,
with no further changes into adulthood. These data suggest that there is
no significant increase in mean NAA concentrations from toddler age
to adulthood during normal development, and the normal NAA range
in healthy subjects is relatively static. In contrast, subjects with Canavan
disease show a dynamic pattern of increasing NAA before treatment and
decreasing NAA after gene therapy.

Although secondary outcomemeasures were not designed to be de-
finitive, there was evidence of positive radiographic and clinical changes,
anslationalMedicine.org 19 December 2012 Vol 4 Issue 165 165ra163 8
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which will need to be validated in a larger clinical trial. Together with sig-
nificantly reduced NAA concentrations in the frontal and periventricular
regions, evidence for a regional effect of gene therapy includesT1normal-
ization in the splenium of the corpus callosum, suggesting increasedmy-
elination and/or decreased water content. The same anatomical region
showed a relative stabilization of brain atrophy, although variability
among subjects in the timing and rate of change of pretreatment disease
progression complicated the analysis. There are several components to
brain atrophy that cannot be easily separated with imaging, including
reversal of hydrocephalus, slowing of the rarefaction of gross brain mass,
and creating a milieu that permits some degree of normal myelination.
We propose that one possible mechanism for stabilization of brain at-
rophy is decreased hydrocephalus and slowing in the rate of decay of
whitematter tracts as the brainwent through an age-dependent increase
in mass. When this study started 11 years ago, a viral vector that specif-
ically targeted oligodendrocytes was not available. AAV2 was the safest
andmost effective gene transfer vector but is limited to expression of the
therapeutic gene in neurons only (63).We hypothesized that spongiform
degeneration would be slowed or prevented if pathologically high NAA
concentrations were decreased and global NAA in the extracellular
space was diminished through expression of aspartoacylase in neurons.
One assumption was that osmotic, metabolic, or epileptogenic effects of
NAA and NAAG would prove to be as important as any biosynthetic
www.ScienceTr
role of NAA in myelin synthesis. Another assumption was that ele-
vated neonatal NAA would not have permanently disrupted the mye-
lination program or oligodendrocyte migration before gene transfer
was performed, given thatASPA has been implicated in these processes.
Developmental processes affected by NAA during myelination, such
as early migration and differentiation of oligodendrocytes, may be an
important consideration in the timing of gene therapy. It is desirable
for newer gene therapy vectors to target oligodendrocytes or a mixed
neuronal-glial cell population. Future studies of Canavan disease will
probably use alternative AAV serotypes. Other issues to be addressed
include the need for less invasive delivery of the vector and its therapeu-
tic gene (fig. S9), such as endovascular approaches. A major limitation
of our study is that it was not possible to target the cerebellum or brain-
stem, which is physically separated from supratentorial sites of gene
transfer. There is cerebellar andbrainstempathology inCanavandisease,
and ASPA is normally expressed in the cerebellar white matter (25, 64).
Because the cerebellum coordinates motor behavior, it is possible that
clinical gains in the motor domain are limited by pathology in the pos-
terior fossa.

Part of the complexity of Canavan disease is that NAAmay have a
number of separate and overlapping roles that differ from fetal to
adult life. The pathology of elevated periaxonal NAA is likely to bemul-
tifactorial, involving osmotic, metabolic, and lipid biosynthetic effects
Table 4. Adverse events within 90 days of gene therapy. Adverse events in
13 Canavan disease subjects 90 days after AAV2-ASPA gene therapy are
listed by category, with notation of serious adverse events (*). Because of
the small sample size and rarity of adverse events, analysis was performed
with Fischer’s exact method to calculate expected frequencies. For events
with zero incidence, Agresti-Coulli intervals are provided.
Clinical finding
 Group 1
 Group 2
anslationalMed
Group 3
icine.org 19 Decemb
Incidence (%)
er 2012 Vol 4 Issue 165 16
95% CI
Fever (postoperative)
 1/3*
 4/7
 1/3
 46
 0.192–0.749
Emesis (postoperative)
 1/3
 0/7
 0/3
 8
 0.002–0.360
Seizures (postoperative)
 1/3
 0/7
 0/3
 8
 0.002–0.360
Subarachnoid hemorrhage, mild
 0/3
 2/7
 3/3
 38
 0.139–0.684
Subdural hemorrhage (<1 cm)
 0/3
 4/7
 3/3
 54
 0.251–0.808
Soft tissue inflammation, extracranial
 0/3
 2/7
 1/3
 23
 0.050–0.538
CSF leak
 0/3
 1/7
 2/3
 23
 0.050–0.538
Hydrocephalus requiring shunt
 0/3
 0/7
 0/3
 –
 0–0.247
Immune reaction, rash/urticaria
 1/3
 0/7
 1/3
 15
 0.019–0.455
Immune reaction, other, local
 0/3
 0/7
 1/3
 8
 0.002–0.360
Immune reaction, other, systemic
 0/3
 0/7
 1/3
 8
 0.002–0.360
Superficial wound infection
 0/3
 0/7
 0/3
 –
 0.002–0.360
Brain abscess, cerebritis, or meningitis
 0/3
 0/7
 1/3*
 8
 0–0.247
Anemia, mild
 2/3
 0/7
 0/3
 15
 0.019–0.455
Respiratory infection, mild
 2/3
 0/7
 0/3
 15
 0.019–0.455
Pulmonary, other
 0/3
 0/7
 0/3
 –
 0–0.247
Cardiovascular
 0/3
 0/7
 0/3
 –
 0–0.247
Renal
 0/3
 0/7
 0/3
 –
 0–0.247
Endocrine
 0/3
 0/7
 0/3
 –
 0–0.247
Gastrointestinal
 0/3
 0/7
 0/3
 –
 0–0.247
Genitourinary
 0/3
 1/7
 0/3
 8
 0.002–0.360
Clinical chemistry, change from baseline
 0/3
 0/7
 1/3
 8
 0.002–0.360
5ra163 9
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on glia; epileptogenic effects on neurons; and developmental effects
from altered induction of the myelination program. The excitotoxic ef-
fects ofNAAare still poorly understood in vivo and have been recently
discounted (65), although NAA and NAAG were reported to activate
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors at millimolar concentrations
(66, 67). NAA in extracellular fluid or cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is asso-
ciatedwith seizures in bothhumans and the tremor ratmodel ofCanavan
disease (41, 42). This effect is reproduced by administering high concen-
trations of NAA to normal rats (68), which suggests that NAA may be
excitotoxic in vivo under certain circumstances. One notable clinical
feature was the relative decrease in seizure frequency in gene therapy–
treated subjects, which was also reported in the tremor rat model of
Canavan disease after AAV2-ASPA gene therapy (69).

NAA is required for some components of myelin synthesis, but al-
ternative biosynthetic pathways for myelin occur during development.
Evidence suggests that a failure to produce normalmyelin, combinedwith
an increase in interstitial NAA that affects myelin integrity, makes the
proper maintenance of myelination impossible. Some have proposed a
primary role ofNAA inmyelin synthesis and argue that hypomyelination
from inadequate production of acetate by aspartoacylase in oligodendro-
cytes is themain cause of Canavan disease. However, myelin is produced
in Canavan disease patients and ASPA null rodent models, indicating
that NAA is not the sole acetyl source for lipid biosynthesis. NAA is not
absolutely necessary formyelination, and a case study of a child without
any NAA showed only moderately delayed myelination (70). The aber-
rant myelination in the tremor rat model of Canavan disease is char-
acterized by selective increases as well as decreases in lipids, with early
reduction in sulfatides and cerebrosides and up-regulation of specific
species of phosphatidylcholine (33). Chemical analysis in patients with
spongy degeneration suggests a relative imbalance in phosphatides and
cerebrosides, with low proteolipid and glycolipid levels (71). Of special
relevance is the fact that aspartoacylase is required for synthesis of cere-
bronic acid from lignoceric acid (30), which suggests that cerebroside
augmentation may thwart dysmyelination. Lack of bioavailable acetate
is unlikely to be the key feature of Canavan disease (72), and proposed
acetate supplements (73) may also require reduction in pathologically
elevated NAA for any beneficial effect to occur.

Normalization of NAA at a very early age may be necessary to pre-
vent irretrievable dysmyelination, motor delay, and mental retardation
in Canavan disease. Recent clinical studies of neurometabolic diseases
such as globoid cell leukodystrophy and mucopolysaccharidosis have
shown a disproportionate response to very early interventions (74, 75),
with the therapeutic window often closing in a matter of weeks after
birth. Although AAV-ASPA delivered between 4 and 83 months ap-
pears to change the typical radiographical progression of disease, our
data suggest that an earlier time window probably exists for effective
treatment. Subjects who experienced the greatest magnitude of positive
changes in quality-of-life measures were treated before 2 years of age.
These early age effects included improvement in attention and sleep-
waking cycles, titration of seizure medications with stable epilepsy, and
greater magnitude of motor improvements in lying and rolling. Older
patients invariably presentedwith greater brain atrophy, whichmay have
contributed to less clinical improvement than seen in younger patients.
Future gene therapy interventions for Canavan disease should focus
on the neonatal age range (0 to 3 months) before irreversible structural
changes have occurred, using newer vectors that target oligodendrocytes
or amixed target cell population including glia, neurons, and arachnoid
cells. Unfortunately, diagnosis typically does not occur until 12 months
www.ScienceTra
of age, after patients have already lost developmental milestones; thus,
early diagnosis and intervention are essential.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Surgical procedure
Gene therapy took place in the operating room under general anesthe-
sia. After induction of anesthesia, subjects were placed into an age-
appropriate rigid head support and secured to the operating table with a
moderate degree of head flexion. Six burr hole sites were identified, and
the head was prepared in standard sterile fashion. Incisions were made
bilaterally in the frontal, parietal, and occipital regions. A pneumatic per-
foratorwas used tomake burr holes. The durawas cauterized and incised.
After the pia was opened, preprimed borosilicate catheters were intro-
duced to the brain under direct visualization to a subcortical depth of
2 cm and secured in place with sterile adhesive tape (fig. S9). The initial
10patients had freehandplacement of infusion cannulas, and the last three
patients had stereotactic placement. Using a microperfusion pump, we
injected 150 ml of AAV-ASPA vector at a standardized titer of 1 × 1012

genomic particles permilliliter simultaneously to each of the six sites at a
rate of 2 ml/min (infusion time, 75 min), for a total delivery volume of
900 ml and total unit dose of 900 billion genomic particles of AAV-ASPA.

Imaging
MRI and 1H-MRS imaging data were collected at Children’sHospital of
Philadelphia with a Siemens 1.5-T magnet with a standard head coil.
Acquisition parameters have been described (10). 1H-MRS examina-
tions were performed with the single voxel STEAMmethod. The voxel
positioningwas guidedwith the graphical interface of the scanner. After
thewater-suppressedmeasurement, thewater signal from the same voxel
was measured with TR = 5000 ms. Data were acquired in four areas of
interest, and signal calibration was done with a phantom replacement
technique in which the metabolite concentrations in the spectra were
obtained by fitting the in vivo brain absorption spectra as linear com-
binations of individual metabolite spectra.

Data analysis plan
All data were collected in a secure clinical database according to our
protocol (48) and exported for data analysis. Data were prospectively
fit to a generalized linear mixed model, the preferred method for
repeated-measureswithin-subject data, aswell as longitudinal cohort data
(51). The study was powered for efficacy on the basis of previous clinical
data (47), with brainNAAconcentrations as the variable of interest. Using
0.5 as the SDof differences in a two-tailed, 5%paired t test, a sample size
of 15 gave power exceeding 99% for differences in NAA concentrations
of 2 to 3 mM. Although this analysis suggested that a smaller sample
size was sufficient, we anticipated multiple comparisons and the possi-
bility of patient attrition and originally planned to enroll and treat 21 sub-
jects (48). However, our planned interim analysis indicated that data
from13 treated subjects would be sufficient for comparing primary out-
come measures of NAA and clinical adverse events, and the Indepen-
dent Data Monitoring Committee recommended modification of the
protocol to 13 treated subjects with a plan for dose escalation in future
phase 2/3 studies. Our planned analysis also incorporated longitudinal
data from15untreatedCanavandisease subjects as part of the generalized
linear mixed model. Apart from these changes in study design, the data
analysis plan was previously reported (48). In general, the data analysis
nslationalMedicine.org 19 December 2012 Vol 4 Issue 165 165ra163 10
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strategy for longitudinally assessed measures was to fit mixed-effect
models with random intercept, age, and time posttherapy effects for
each subject. The linear mixed-effect model is of the general form Yi =
Xib + Zibi + eI, where Xi and Zi are the respective covariate matrices for
fixed and random effects, b is the coefficient for fixed effects, and bi and
eI are random errors. This mixed-effect model is commonly used for
applications involving longitudinal data, where Yi are repeated mea-
sures over time of a particular response variable andmeasurement times
are included in thematrices.Without assuming specific forms forXi and
Zi, the model is capable of handling time-dependent covariates, un-
equally spaced responses, and incomplete data. With NAA data, this
model fits a piecewise linear functionwith one joint at the time of therapy
and one joint 3 months later to account for surgery effects, with subject-
specific slopes both before and after the therapy. To study the effect of
treatment within a region, we included interactions of age and time post-
therapy with region. Statistical significance of each coefficient was eval-
uated by examining the Wald statistic, the estimate of the coefficient
divided by its estimated SE. For statistical treatment of various clinical
and cognitive outcomes, several of the outcomes were not continuous
but instead were dichotomous, ordinal, or categorical. In measures with
sufficient variation, the standard random effects model was replaced by
generalized estimating equations that are better suited to noncontinuous
outcomes. This model is analogous to the piecewise linear model defined
for continuous measures but has a different distributional family struc-
ture for the residuals. For generalized linear mixed models, we used the
R Project for Statistical Computing packages nlme and lme4.

Vector production
The construction of theASPA gene cassette, AAV2 preparativemethods,
and preclinical testing have been previously described (10, 48). Clinical
grade AAV2 vector was produced in core facilities at the University of
Auckland (lot 1) and theUniversity ofNorthCarolina (UNC; lots 2 and 3)
with predefined criteria for quality control. The three treatment groups
correspond to separate lots of AAV-ASPA, which was necessary due to
Good Manufacturing Practice requirements. Clinical grade vector was
tested for purity and potency according to Investigational New Drug Pro-
tocol IND-9119. Although preclinical studies in neonatal primates had es-
tablished the tolerability of 2.4 × 1010 genomic particles AAV2 per gramof
brain, the FDA stipulated a 35-fold lower unit dose of 7 × 108 genomic
particles per gram of brain in human subjects. Although the unit dose of
9×1011 genomic particles per patientmaybe suboptimal formaximal clin-
ical effect, dose escalation was not a feature of this phase 1/2 clinical trial,
and all patients received the same standard dose.

Procedures for data collection
Data collection consisted of imaging and clinical assessments at least
twice before treatment and after treatment at 0.5, 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15
months and periodically thereafter. Brain atrophy data were acquired
together with NAA and T1 values and were stored on a workstation
for quantitative measurements at predefined anatomical landmarks
(10). Frontal brain mass was measured at the level of the caudate head
posterior to the pericallosal vessels at the genu of the corpus callosum,
central brainmass wasmeasured at the level of the thalamus at the widest
point of the third ventricle, posterior brainmass wasmeasured across the
posterior horns of the lateral ventricles at the level of the deep cerebral
veins and choroid plexus, and cerebellar mass was measured across the
widest part of the fourth ventricle to the borders of the venous sinuses on
either side. To avoid observer bias, two radiologists independently mea-
www.ScienceTra
sured the regions of interest for each subject, whichwas verified by a third
investigator. Although there are no accepted pediatric rating scales spe-
cifically designed for leukodystrophies, we adapted tests that were devel-
oped for similar patient populations such as childhood cerebral palsy.
Standardized psychometric tests and functional scales were administered
by an independent child psychologist, and neurological exams were ad-
ministered by a board-certified child neurologist appointed by the Inde-
pendentDataMonitoringCommittee. Each subject had at least two formal
exams of each type before treatment, followed by serial exams at each
follow-up visit. Because of the invasive surgical administration of gene
therapy, the use of customized quality-of-life test questions, and the fact
that this was a phase 1/2 safety study and clinical assessments were not a
primary outcome measure, clinical evaluation was unblinded.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
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Table S1. Demographics of untreated Canavan disease subjects.
Table S2. Other metabolites from 1H-MRS.
Table S3. Quantitative T1 results by brain region.
Fig. S1. Modeling of NAA by individual subject.
Fig. S2. Modeling of brain atrophy by individual subject.
Fig. S3. GMFM mean scores, pre/post gene therapy.
Fig. S4. Canavan alertness scale.
Fig. S5. Ashworth spasticity scale.
Fig. S6. PEDI social function test.
Fig. S7. Mullen expressive and receptive language tests.
Fig. S8. Frequency of seizures
Fig. S9. Surgical procedure.
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These tables show the changes in metabolites other than NAA. The top table in each section shows 
slopes with pre/post comparison, the middle shows levels with pre/post comparison, and the bottom 
shows levels with pre/ post comparison using at-test rather than the generalized linear model.  
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